The Griffith-Woodley Technique (GWT) is an approach to estimating precipitation using infrared observatiollS of clouds from geosynchronous satellites. It is examined in three ways: an analysis of the terms in the GWT equations; a ca:,e study of infrart~d imagery portraying convective development over Florida; and the comparison of a simplified equation !,et und resultant rain map to results using the GWT. The objective is to determine the dominant factors in the cakuJation of GWT rain estimates.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent Workshop on Precipitation Mcnsurcmcnts from Space (1981) at NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center stressed the need for spacebome measurements of precipitation across the spectrum of scales from noad warnings to global climate systems. The workshop participants discussed a variety of visible and inl'rared OR) methods for observing cloud properties and using them as proxy variables for precipitation. One such method is the Griffith·Woodley Technique (GWT), an approach to estimating precipitation from observations of clouds in the IIJj window channel from geosynchronous satellites (Griffith et al.• 1976) . Briefly, the GWT: 1) defines and tracks clouds by the outline of the 253K isotherm;
2) estimates a cloud rain volume (R v ) through an algorithm that: a) relates the rain area (echo) to the life history of the cloud area; b) relates the rain rate to the life history of the rain area (echo); c) cnhances the R v by a weighting term based on the distribution of cloud-top temperature;
3) prodllces a daily rain map by apportioning the calculated R v to grid squares by concentrating the rain in thc coldest portions of the cloud.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the GWT in three ways: an analysis of the magnitude and variability of the terms in the GWT equations; an examination of infrared (lR) imagery in terms of GWT-defined clouds and their Iih: cycles; and thirdly, the application of a simplified equation set and the resultant comparison to the GWT results. The objective is not to improve the GWT, 111.)1' to propose a new tcchniqUt~. Rather, we wish to detcrmine what (Irc the dominant factors in the production of GWT rain estinlf\ll~s.
: , •. ; ', ,.". At the core of the original GWT nrc empirical relationships between the temporal history of satellite-determined visible cloud area and gage/radar ml~asured rainfal/. over southern Florida (Griffith et al.. 1976) . These relationships were redefined as functions of cloud-top temperature (CTT) when digitallR data became available. Rainfall estimates were subsequcntlydetermined for southern Florida, tropical regions in South America, and for selected Atlantic hurricanes (Griffith et al., 1978) . A scheme to apportion the total rain volume of cloud segments INere constructed (Woodley et al.. 1980) and modified (Augustine et al., 198i) and isohyctal maps of GATE B-scalc rainfall weH~generated. The GWT has also been applied to the U.S. High Plains (Griffith et ai.• 1981) . These results were adjusted in one of two ways: by gage/satellite comparisons for a small area; or by noting differences in the local sounding compared to a mean tropical sounding. This latter adjustment factor was based on output from the Simpson-Wiggert (1969) one··dimensional cumulus cloud model. Recently, Meitin et at., (1981) have used the GWT to construct isohyetal maps for 51 days during the Florida Area Cumulus Experiment (FACE..2).
That rainfall and cloud parameters are highly correlated, especially over large time and spilce scales, has been shown by several investigators. Arkin (i 979), for the GATE B..array (10s km 2 ), showed correlation coefficients as high as 0.88 between 6 h accumulated. rainfall and the fraction of the array covered by cloud higher than 10 km (based on an IR threshold CTT). This compares to the coefficient of 0.87 found by Woodley et al. (1980) between rain estimated by the time and temperature dependent GWT and verification rain from radar. Garcia (1981) estimated GATE rainfall using the simple Kilonsky-Ramage (1976) regression equation in conjunction with one satellite image per Jay. Cumulative GATE phase estimates (17-20 day period) were highly correluted with GWT estimates, both in rain volume and isohyetal pattern. This paper will confine itself to the discussion of daily rainfall, and will examine the fundamental unit of estimation in the GWT, the half.hourly rain calculation. Following a brief review .. ., . . of the GWT, data on GWT·derivcd cloud statistics are presented for one case study day. A discussion·of some i.mplications of thetiC data leads us to propose (and quantify) sm'eral simplfying assumptions. These are then applied to IR imagery, producing a daily rain map and n~sultant comparison to the GWT results on that day.
A BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE GWT
I) From a sequence of !R imagery, identify and compute the area (A c ) of every entity bounded by a 253K isothenn.
2) Determine successive values of A c for each entity until terminated by a split, merger, mingle (simultaneous split and merger) or until lost through evaporation. Entities (clouds) resulting from such interactions are considered new entities.
3) Determine the maximum areal extent (Am) of the entity and use it to normalize each observation of A c during the lifetime of the entity. 4) Use the curves presented in Fig. 1 to determine the fractional area containing precipita·· tion (Ae/A m ), where A e is the inferred echo (rain) area. Enter the ordinate of Fig. 1 based on:
a) The value of Am (indicates which diagram to use) c) The sign of A Ac/A t where~, t is thc interval between satcllite images (typically 30 min). Figure I . Cloud area/echo area relationships for infrared data in the GWT. Curves are subjective fits to mean clata (x's) :md are stratified by maximum cloud area. (Adapted from Griffith e/ al.. 1978) .
The empirical relationships in Fig. I are based on 28 I observations of fadar echoes and IR defined clouds over sOllthern Florida (Griffith et at.. 1978) .
S) Multiply the fractions A(JAm by Am to detennine the life history of A e . Determine the maximum areal extent of echo (Ae(IllUX)) and use it to normalize each A e value.
6) From the value of Ae/Ae(max) and from the sign of A AciD. t enter the ordinate of Fig.   2 and determine the rain rate (I). This relationship was derived from digitized WSR-57 radar data from Miami (Woodley et al., 1980 , Griffith et ai., 1980 . The singular point at 20 mm h-I in Fig. 2 is for echoes at their maximum area. and where b l , b 2 , b 3 are the empirically derived coefficients 1.00,2.19, and 3.24. This temperature weighting term would be 1.0 (3.24) for a cloud composed entirely of pixels at 253K (20IK). It is designed to increase the rain volume for clouds with colder internal temperature structure. These c0efficients, crnpii'ically derived, were originally based on comparisons between radar echoes and the visible brightness wntours in hurricanes (Griffith et al., 1976) . The infrared coefficients are described in the appendix of Griffith et al., (1978) .
8)
Compute the rain volume (R y ) for each entity at each time: The singular point at 20 mill 11-' 1 i~for o:chno:s at their maximum arcn. (Adapted from Griffith et al.. 1980) . 9) Apportion half the rain volllmtl to the coldest 10% of the cloud entity area, and the remaining half to the next warmest 40% of thf~cloud. For the GATE data, rainfall was apportioned to the whole cloud (Woodley et al.. 1980) . For estimation in the U.S. High
Plains rain was apportioned to the inferred echo area, typically 6% of the cloud area (Griffith et al.• 1981) . For tropical systems, the" I0-50/40-50" apportionment is used (Augustine et at., 1981) . Witllh. these 1. 0% and 40% areas the rain is apportioned based Cloud entity.
DATA
The case study data set consists of GOES infrared digital imagery on 31 July J 980, olle of 51 days during FACE-2 on which the GWT was applied (Meitin et al., 1981) . The day appears to be representative of convective development over the Florida peninsula.
Le. mostly clear at 1600 with convective clouds growing during the afternoon. By 0030 the anvils of many thunderstorms have merged to form one cloud entity (as clel'ined by the 253K isotherm).
This sequence of imagery will be frequently referred to in subsequent sections in which we exmnine in d~tai! the impact of the various terms in the GWT equations on the final rainf,i11 estimate.
CLOUD STATISTICS FOR 11 JULY 1980
It wa" not possible (nor was it the intent) to replicate the cloud isolation and tracking soft·· ware utilized by the GWT. Rather, the imagery in Figs. 4-6 are viewed in time sequence. A subjective determination is made as to whethera cloud entity (as defined by the 25.3K isotherm) either existed on the prior image, i~; an entity new to that iIllage, or is the result of a split (or merger) of the boundnrics of existing entities, We arc attempting to simulate the life history relationships __ " :Y"_,;_.;..;....,......~...·r:·.",,; :
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. lifetimes of I h (two images) or less. Only one entity was observed to exist without interaction through six images. This storm (in Fig. 4 , labelled "A") will be discussed at length in a later section.
c) Cloud af,:'a
The S3 entities provided 95 observation-times of cloud parameters. Figure 9 reveals that while 79% of the sampled clouds were small (less than 5000 km 2 ) a wide variation existec in cloud area. Not all the 95 points can be described as thunderstorms; an examinat.ion of the imagery shows that the small entities tend to be cirrus debris. while the largest ones tend to be aggregates of many thunderstorms in various phases of their life cycles. 
"">5 Ae(rnax) (Fig. 2) . The parameter had.a small standard deviation with respect to its mean.
f) Temperature weighting
Given two clouds of equal area, the summation term in (I) is de:;igned to increase the rain volume for the doud with the coldl~r internal tempcwture structure. The distribution of this term is shown in Fig. 12 . 55% of the sample had no temperatures below 225K, hence the term was idl~n tically 1.0.
g) RailllJo!UI.Pc
The relationship between GWer computed rain VOIUH"~and cloud area (Fig. 13 ) is interestil1g because A c does not explicitly appear in (I); it appears indirectly in Am and in the life history relationships from which the A c /A I11 ratios are derived. Figure 13 is a plot of R y vs. A c for the 95 observatioll>. The two are highly correlated (r =0.88) despite the two obvious classes of data.
The data were stratified by entities increasing in area (27), decreasing in area (3), entities at their maximum area :1.'; part of a life history (43), and entitil's for which only a single observation existed (22). The GWT empirical relationships for both rainrate ilnd fractional ecllo ;m~a are asymmetric with respect to ''\n (refer to fies. I and 2). Hence estima ted R v call be one 0,' two orders 1')1" magnitude greater for clouds defined as increasing in area. Very few entities decreased in area;
by this s'tagc in their lik cycle they tended to~;plit or mcr~~c. Some implicati,)ns of this relationship are discussed in the following section. The most long-lived cloud entity was the aforementioned storm west of the FACE target area between 1600 and 1830 (storm "A" in Fig. 4 ). Its life histOly (see Fig. 14 
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... that the cloud existed for only one tilne step before it merged (at each time step) with a hypothetical cloud whose area was insignificant compared to that of the original storm. Applving the GWT relationships to these individual entities at six different times generated a radically differ<~l1t profile (Fig. 15) . TIl(' shaded arcn represents the difference in rain voltl1l1t' solcly due 1.0 termina·· tion criteria. While it is ckar that z,rowing clouds produce mor(' rain, in the GWl' two clouds of equal size can have two orders of magnitude difference in rain volume depending on whct\1cr they happen to grow in clear or cioucly are:.5. Clouds growing in dose proximity to others clouds~;tand a greater chance of anvil interaction (hence redefinition and less estimated rain) than do identical, lsolated clouds, This result appears to be arbitrary and without physi<:ai basis, Notl' also that t.his cloud does decrease in area (cloud II' in Fig. 5 ). Its life history has been art ifkia!ly terminated by a split at 1900 GMT.
Another example of a storm whose life cycle is prematurely terminated by the GWT criteria is the storm labelled "B" beginning at 1800 (Fig. 4) . Subjectively, the entity can be followed for over four haUl:;. It can be seen to reach its maximum extent at 2000 after whHI it decreases in area and disappears (warms) at 2230. In the GWT definition, this storm frequently merges with the anvHs of neighboring storms, becoming a small part of the large cJoud mass at 2200.
Among the cloud parameters in the GWT, the distributions we calculated for ndnrate, frac· tional echo area, and the temperature weighting term tcnded to concentrate at one particular value.
When combined with the data that SLl)!.i~cst that cloud entities arc not long··lived, (hence close to their maximum area at ill(y timc) it hi not Sllrprising that R v is well related (Fig. 13) to A c tAe =:
Am for III any of the observations). A linear rciatiollship in A c <lccounts for 
0,000 .. 1830 TiME (GMT) Figure 15 . Fxtrcmc v~>!lles of GWf-col1lputed rain volume for the clOllJ c:ntity of Fig. ) 4. Stippled regions rcprese:lt differences ill rain volume between the life Listory computation (top curve) and terminating till: entity every 30 lllin (bottom curvc).
cloud COWl' L'oldcrthan .~45K and found tlwt to bc highly corrdated (0.88) wit!! () h accul1lulated rainfall. Onl1lonthly lime scak~; the simple occurrence of dO'ld is corrl'lated (0.75) with tot:11 rain (Kilonskyand I<amagl" 1976) . Similarly, Lovejoy ant! Austin (1979) found that GOES II< data arc good for determining rain area but poor for determining rain ra!l~s. Second:d'i!y, Fig. 13 suggests that knowing the tendence of Acmuy further refine thl' r,lin \'olullw estimate. Stollt ct al. (1979) also noted the Il'ssl'r importance (a fador of about two) of the al'\~a change term.
6.
PROPOSED SIMPLIFICATIONS
We considl'r a doud with area A c defined by the 253K is',ltllenll and with temperatures T]O% and T 5 0',;;, dcfining its coldest 10% and lH'xt warmest 40'1<, areas H'spectivl'ly. Assume also that the cloud has a minimum temperature T min . We may compute from (2a) or (211) 
This states that half the rain voJun1t~is distributed equaffy among the pixels (grid squares) of tllc oldest I(Y;! area. To test this assumption of temperature homogl'neity in tile IOIl area we loohd at tlw "worst" case for each oftl1e 95 entities: at T min the difference (bill <IX .-b lO %) is mJximized. Figure 16 slJO\l'~; this terlll c.x.pressed as a pcrcentage of blO,X,' For mon~than half the sample, the point or minimum telllperature \Vas thc JO';j· temperature, so that h lllax := bIO',f.' The ml'an valuc was 2.2'X, thl' highest IW.:r. These arc the extreme valtll's; for ll'1ll1Jl'ratures warm~r than 'I'm in the error in tIll' approxiJn,ltioll is less.
...;;:-. 
The error in the approximation (2~b)4()% == O.4N T b ij is shown in Fig. 17 . A point with tcmperatlll'e just warmcr than T 10% ha~; it yuiue b I) %. The "wannest" v.due is ))50'X' 'fhe error in this approxi.. mation is greatcr : mean 13.6'/,;, extreme 447r, However, this is the worst case. As the tcmperatlll'e of the pixel approaches Tso,t tlw error in the approximation decreases, ,0 Figure 18 shows that the distribution of T 1O'i{. for tht' 9S entities is quill' uniform over a wide temperature range. It is here that the GWT's grcall'st strength appears to be: by apportioning half the rain volume to this area (whether equitably or as a function of pixel temperature) the GWT can produce rain in small (warm) clouds while points at the 5<1111(' tl'l11pCratlll'c in clouds with colder temperatures elsewhere will not produce rain. Figure 19 is the distribution of T.30% and also dis·· plays no pronounced peale
We nHlk" one final assumption before applying the simplifications to actual data. The most simple and direct relation between douds and rain is one where R y ex A c ' and is substantiated by the correlation of Fig. 13 and by correlations found by oll1l'rs. In the simplest case, R y == k X A c '
We have subjectively let k::= I mm, the calculated slope of a regression IiIlC fit to Fig. ) 3. Then (Sa) and (5b) become:
These equations arc independent of cloud life history, independent of cloud area, and independent of grid square area.
::'8 .. result of applying equations (6a) and (6b) to a sequence of lR'imagery. The ccordinate system is that oUlte eastern GOES. and the gray scale isshcwn. Of POO~QUA.I.!'rV estimates comparable to those of the GWT can be made fraln a more straightforward techniqw;.
1~-
Further testing on additional days shouid confirm this finding.
CONCLUSIONS
It was not the objective of this study. nor was it possible, to evaluate the GWT by lengthy statistical analyses of many data sets. Rather for one day and for one lintitcd area, the magnitude and variability of the terms in the GWT equations were explored. The day wal; typical of convec·· tive development over Florida, where the GWT was devl~loped. The concept of life history was examined via specific examples of satellite imagery (heretofore unprescl.ted in the GWT literature).
Due to the definition of cloud entities by an anvil edge temperature (253K), a simple modei of cloud growth and decay (Griffith et al.. 1978) did not exist for most of the GWT-definecl entities. Only about hair the entities were defined on two successive images; about half the entities at any time were the result of mergers or splits. Because such entities were close to, or at, their defined maximum arc<I for most of their lifetime, the empirically derived ratio A e /A l11 was the singular value 0.02 for 43'A of the data sample. Similarly the derived quantity A e (echo area) typically had littk life history, forcing the rainrate term (I) to be 20.7 mm 11'1 for 61 % of the sample. The summation term was identically 1.0 for 55% of the sampled clouds.
One parameter with wide variability is the cloud ar'~a (A e ). While this parameter does not explicitly appear in the GWT equations, it is highly correlated (0.88) with computed rain volume.
Clouds increasing ',n area have up to 50 times more GWT rain volume than identical static clouds.
This effect was more pronounced in small « 5000 km 2 ) clouds. While the concept that growing clouds produce mort.:: rain is pllysit<illy realistic, the GWT has ,t definite bia:; towards growing, isolated clouds. Such clouds do not interact with other clouds, (heilce being artificially redefined) unlike clouds growing in proximity to others. These latter clouds are often defined as having 110 growth because of' continual fl:definition.
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Clouds defined by 253K may often represent entities larger than individual thunderstorms. Such entities may be composed of many thunderstorms in various stages of tlH:ir life cycles. This leads us to conclude that the GWT life cycle conceptual modd is not generally applic.ble to clouds defined by the 253K isotherm, and that the GWT apportionment scheml~is unnecessarily complicated for daily rain estimation overlarge (l 0 5 -10 6 km 2) areas. On smaller time scales (1-3 h),
where a life history approach to thunderstorm rainfall would appear to be realistic, the techniquc is severely limited by the 0.5-1.0 h average lifetime of a GWT-defined entity.
An important, discriminating parameter in the GWT was founel to be the temperature that defines the coldest 10% cloud area. (Note that this is not dependent on cloud lifc history). However, it was found that within these areas the temperature structure is fairly uniform. This thresh.. old (and a similar one for the next warmest 40% area) decreased by 20K as the convection clevel· oped over the Florida area. A simplified algorithm was derived from the GWT equations by assuming:
l) The rain volume is a linear function of cloud area at any time;
2) The temperature distribution in both the 10% and 40% areas were uniform;
3) The tempcrature thresholds varied with time of day arid could be applied regionally rather than to individual clouds.
The resultant equations arc independent of cloud life history, cloud area, and grid sc!uare arca.
They are dependent on the grid square being in one of two temperature regimes. By applying the cquations to theIR data we derived an isohyetalmap very similar to that derived by the GWT A comparison of daily rain volumes for the FACE target area yielded estimates of 2.84,2.34, and ~~~t;WJ'Ni1~~RIl/,~brgy.',r.M'JlffN.,)~(1,"'V:i:ar;.:,~mf'/.,:IO\:.J,f'~1.!.lIl:'l'Jl.'mL!\I"l;'K;im1i'lT~~~,,,,~··lJl,.. \'V',lm~';~li~~i'ii'.'.f.~~J$.i.\'tt!d·};1.#:U!'.t)iit,:.;:m:M~~t~\f'~jr.n,>~~.l~"'~;:~·lii~WIlUt1'~'W~~~'&' 
